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District Collector, Girish Muthukadas said the district administration has also not been informed. The police have not filed any
case against the actor even though he is from the city. In the case of the other actor, the actor reportedly said he did it in a

bid to draw attention to the campaign for Rivers the state's river, the Bhavani. The case has been filed under the provisions of
the IT Act. The district collector has called the police commissioner to book the actor. (Also Read Malayalam actor Ranveer
Singh to front nude cover of Paper magazine ) It was in 2016 that Prithviraj-starrer 'Pavada hit the theatres. The superhit

movie portrayed the story of Cicily whose life gets shattered after some nude scenes were included in a film as hers. In the
movie, it was Cicilys son Joy and the films producer Babu, played by Prithviraj and Anoop Menon respectively, who fight for the

wronged woman. However, even before the release of 'Pavada', a similar fight of Thodupuzha native Shobha to salvage her
reputation had begun. Meanwhile, a brief notation was made in the complaint. According to the complainant, she had shot the
actor in November, when he was hosting a function. The complainant told the police that she was only trying to make the star

laugh. And that's when the actor started behaving oddly and showed her the nude pictures. The complainant says that she
was shocked and refused to react. The miliwood actor Alvar's sister Parvathi Menon once experienced the extreme side of

social media. She shared a video clip on her Facebook page that showed a rowdy crowd chasing her in a local train, thanks to
rumours of her being Alvar's mistress. Parvathi didn't go back home immediately but reported the incident to police. The

railway police promptly booked the man who allegedly released the video. A few weeks later, the railway police busted a gang
involved in more than 50 similar incidents and recovered a video where they threatened to destroy Parvathi's car and set her

ablaze if she didn't stop promoting Alvar.
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Nineties model Milind Soman has
revealed to have suffered a bizarre

experience since his nudes photo with
actress Madhu Sapre resurfaced. Milind
shared the photo on social media, but
it had a provocative touch to it. The

actors were posing for the photo when
a python approached and wrapped
around them before the shoot. The

scary moment for Milind came when he
received a call from a caller, who

claimed to be from the Kolkata police.
Milind was later told that the caller

threatened to destroy his car if he did
not do it again. The Bollywood star
Ranveer Singh has been invited to
perform a traditional dance in his

native place of Punjab.The actor, who
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acted in the Malayalam movie Orkkuka
Vallapozhum, will also film a short, non-
film Malayalam web series. According
to a report in The Week, Ranveer is

part of a troupe of traditional dancers
put together to dance at the opening

ceremony of the book festival
organised by the Malayalam Sahitya
Academy. The Malayalam writer and

poet Mohanan Asnani, well-known as a
popular stage writer, has been asked
to write the lyrics of a theme song.

Here are photographs of actress Shilpa
Bala, who played the role of Valli in

Orkkuka Vallapozhum in which
Rajkumar acted as Sreenivasan. Shilpa

had a trio of sound shootings in
Sholapur in Mandya district and had a
very good experience. She was made
the centre of attraction and it was all

because of her extraordinary presence.
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It is often said that Valli's face will be
brought to life only once, if that is
indeed what happened in Orkkuka
Vallapozhum. That Valli makes an

appearance only once in the movie is a
fact. But the two actors appeared
together on screen more than the

other characters. The director even
played on the fact that Valli was the

only character still alive after the
revenge in the climax, when the final
battle between the two characters in
the movie takes place. 5ec8ef588b
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